
STANDARD MISCELLANEOUS LITERATURE.

Kosellilli, I Monument! dell Egitto e delln Nubia, disegnati dalla spedizione 
scientifico-letteraria Toscitna in Egitto, distribuiti in ordine di materie interpre- 
tati, 3 vols., Atlas folio, one unbound ami two in cloth boards, containing about 
JflO large plates of Hieroglyphs, Egyptian Architecture, Sculpture and Paint
ings, many in beautiful colors, perfect ami clean as ivhen used, but minus 
ihe Svo. vols, of text. An 8vo. key will be found inserted therein. 40.00,
Pisa, 1832-44. 4
Rosellini was professor of Oriental languages at Pisa, and was commissioned by the 

Grand Duke of Tuscany to explore the monuments of Egypt. He was assisted by 
six companions, some of whom were artists. He co-operated with Uhampollion, who 
had been sent to Egypt by the French Government. They returned in 1830, and this 
magnificent work is the joint product of their labors. Many of the monuments have 
been destroyed. Others are distributed throughout Europe. This is a very cheap 
set of these beautiful plates. The work is exceedingly rare, and will rise in value.

Silvestrc's (M. J. B.) Universal Paleography ; or, a collection of fac-similes of 
the writings of all nations and periods, copied from the most celebrated and 
authentic manuscripts existing in the libraries and archives of France, Italy, 
Germany and England, containing 300 most beautifully executed fac
similes, TAKEN FROM MISSALS AND OTHER MSS., RICHLY ILLUMINATED IN THE 
finest style of art. New and improved edition, arranged under the direction 
of Sir Frederick Madden, keeper of the mss., in the British Museum, 2 
vols. Imperial Folio, together with the Historical and Descriptive Letter 
press co the preceding work by Ciiampollion figeac, and Ciiampollion, jun., 
translated into English, with considerable additions and corrections by Sir F. 
Madden, 2 vols, royal 8vo, together 4 vols, cloth, 60.00. H. G. Bohn, 1849-50. 5
A work of immense labor and learning. It cost nearly twenty thousand pounds to 

produce this splendid publication. A copy was recently sold in London for twenty- 
seven pounds ten shillings.

Edinburgh Review, from its commencement in 1803 to 1807, inclusive, with 
Indexes, vols. 1 to 50, vols. 1 to 54 in cloth boards, the remainder in half calf,
126 vols, edges mostly uncut, all being in substantial condition, 28.50. 6 I

---------  Another nice set, vols. 1 to 48, with index vol. 1 to 20, together 49 vols,
half calf 10.00. 1803-1828. 7
It may be interesting to state, this grand old Whig Review was projected quite by 

accident, by Sydney Smith, at the residence of Francis, Lord Jeffrey, who wrote 
nearly 200 articles, and are, we are ashamed to say, for the most part, still uncollected 
The discordant notes of Political Philosophy became at once concentrated, through the 
splendid diction of its contributors. It embodies in its articles the whole history of the 
Political Reformation. Its origin and subsequent history is one of the most interesting 
chapters in the history of English Literature. Sir Walter Scott contributed to the 
early numbers, and afterwards joined The Quarterly. The celebrated John Allen, of 
Edinburgh, discussed in 42 numbers constitutional problems, with that combination of 
historical knowledge and mental power, for which he was so distinguished, and, as Lord 
Brougham says, “ his extensive learning, and unrivalled power of subtle reasoning." 
Malthus expounded Political Economy, Playfair made science interesting, and 
the dignified compositions of Mackintosh illustrated alike philosophy, literature, and 1 
politics.
Legal Observer (The) or Journal of Jurisprudence, published weekly. Vol. 1, 

1830, to vol. 18, 1839 ; royal 8vo. in good library condition, law calf 8.50. 8 I
Invaluable for its extensive reports of cases in the Superior Courts, Remarkable Trials, 

Learned Articles, and Debates in Parliament on Criminal Law, etc.
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